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WHAT WENT WELL?
Many law firms had great ideas for 
participating in Well-Being Week 2020. To 
get our ideas percolating for Well-Being 
Week in Law (WWIL) 2021, we can take 
a look back at some of those highlights, 
which are collected below. These highlights 
came from the Well-Being Champion’s 
website page in 2020, a post-event 
survey, and the Well-Being Week Law 
Firm Advisory Board.

BAKER HOSTETLER
Mental Health Minutes: We did regular, 
coordinated communications, including 
“Mental Health Minutes” with content 
and activities.

BENESCH
Daily Acts of Kindness, Well-Being 
Webinars, & Yoga: Promoted a daily 
acts of “Kindness in the Workplace” and 
encouraged attendance at the ABA daily 
well-being webinars. A firm paralegals who 
is a licensed yoga instructor led a different 
chair yoga flow each day by webinar and 
pre-recorded video.

Coloring Contest: Distributed a custom-
made mandala-style coloring page in the 
design of the firm’s logo. Firm members 
were given several days to complete and 
submit it. The winner was awarded a gift 
card, and all submissions were showcased 
on the firm intranet.

LAP CLE Programs: Working with local 
Lawyer Assistance Programs, the firm has 
prepared CLE programs for each office.

Brain Breaks: Encouraged members to 
take breaks during the day by providing 
a daily brain teaser - crossword puzzle, 

word search, Sudoku. The word search list 
consists of words relevant to the firm. The 
crossword puzzle answers were related to 
the various wellness activities and themes 
included during the week.

Read & Roundtable: Shared an article 
addressing well-being and invited firm 
members to an online roundtable to 
discuss the article and share strategies 
for maintaining a healthy mind and body, 
especially during this pandemic.

Workshops: Offered workshops titled 
“Your Personal Mission Statement” and 
“Using Your Strengths in the Workplace” 
(leveraging the VIA Assessment).

CROWELL & MORING
Crowell & Moring’s newly formed Well-
Being Committee hosted a variety of 
activities that aligned with the daily themes 
of Well-Being Week:

Walking Meetings:  Monday was a 
“Walking Meeting Day,” in which 
participants earned double points in the 
wellness-incentive program, Virgin Pulse, 
for their total number of steps taken 
throughout the day.  A number of firm 
leaders participated.

Mindfulness Exercise: Tuesday featured 
mindfulness and meditation exercises for 
the firm community.

Positive Leadership Panel:  Wednesday’s 
main event was a virtual Positive 
Leadership Panel, in which senior 
leaders (both partners and staff) shared 
their thoughts on the importance of 
positive leadership and the power 
that leaders have in shaping an 
organization’s approach to well-being. 
Nearly 400 people attended. A Q & A 
was included in which participants could 
send questions to a member of the 
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professional development staff and their questions were 
read anonymously.

Social Connection Challenge: Thursday featured two 
challenges to foster a deeper sense of community:  1)  
asking colleagues to connect verbally or by video with 
someone they haven’t talked with since remote working 
began 2) write a thank you email or letter to a colleague.

Resilience Webinar: A resilience webinar will offer strategies 
to sustain well-being in these difficult times.

FAEGRE DRINKER
Healthy Habit Challenge. Faegre Drinker launched a 5-day 
Healthy Habit Challenge that piggy-backed on the firm’s 
year-round well-being initiative. 
• The event challenged all firm members to try to adopt 

one new habit aligned with one of the five dimensions of 
well-being featured during Well-Being Week. 

• Each day, members received an email that explained 
that day’s well-being dimension, invited participation in 
a daily raffle, and issued a challenge that recommended 
well-being-related videos, articles, and activities. 

• Participants earned points to spend in the firm’s online 
store (that is administered internally) filled with well-
being-related items that also serve as prizes for year-
round activities—e.g., yoga mats, activity trackers, 
water-proof ear buds, coaching sessions, standing desk, 
3-month gym membership, etc. 

• Members were able to keep earning points and winning 
during the entire month of May and points never expire. 

• Winners received a personal note of congratulations 
from a firm leader.

• The activities included a firm-wide step challenge 
that continued throughout the month of May. Healthy 
competition among offices helped bolster participation. 

• Some of the reasons the events were successful are:  
Building the buzz in advance of Well-Being Week, top 
leadership endorsing the events, encouraging do-able 
activities, gamification of activities, fostering good-
spirited competition. 

GIBSON DUNN
Wellness Journal (Monday). Rolled out its “3, 2, 1 Start 
the Day” Wellness Journal, which focuses on gratitude, 
connection, purpose, and joy. Also offered a firm-wide 

meditation session and, because Monday was May 4th (Star 
Wars Day), posted a recipe for “Yoda Toast.”

Workplace Injury Prevention (Tuesday). Because working 
remotely has created a number of postural dysfunctions, the 
firm offered education on injury prevention in the workplace, 
including posture, balance, and flexibility.

Nutrition Education (Wednesday). The firm’s Painted Plate 
campaign encouraged members to tap into their creativity 
and add color to enhance snacks and meals. Each day, 
focused on foods that are different colors of the rainbow. 
Firm members were encouraged to paint their plates and 
submit contributions to be entered into a raffle.

Workout Options (Thursday). Offered 3 workout options: 1) 
low impact stretch/workout for beginners, 2) a 30-minute 
cardiovascular interval workout, 3) strength training workout 
that required no equipment. 

Stress Management Education (Friday). Provided two 
10-minute presentations on (1) stress management and (2) 
sleep health with practical tips.  

GREENSFELDER
• Each day of Well-Being Week, lawyers received an email 

explaining that day’s well-being dimension and offering 
something to watch, something to read, and something 
to do to focus on well-being that day.  

• Activities included taking a meeting standing or 
walking, cooking a healthy recipe from the Greensfelder 
cookbook, connecting with a friend or colleague you 
haven’t talked to recently, doing a short meditation on 
the Headspace app, and thanking someone who made 
your life a little better in the last 30 days.  

• Two special offerings included individual, “laser-
coaching” (on-the-spot) sessions on Wednesday and a 
program on Reducing Stress and Building Resilience on 
Friday, both with Lauren Cohen. 

• Lawyers who participated were eligible to win gift cards 
or a well-being-related care package.

HAUSFELD
Wellness Holiday. Gave everyone a “Wellness Holiday” 
on the Friday of Well-Being Week--which was greatly 
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needed and appreciated. We’ve also had fruit baskets and 
grocery cards delivered to everyone. Lawyers and staff 
appreciate the acknowledgment of the extra stress caused 
by COVID-19.

Daily Challenge. Held a contest for which firm members 
earned points. The daily challenges are listed below. The 
contest included a technology blackout weekend that went 
from 6 p.m. on Friday to 8 a.m. on Monday.  The Global 
Managing Partner was one of the winners, and everyone 
appreciated a relatively email-free weekend.

•	 MONDAY	(Physical	Well-Being):	Hold 1 (or more) 
of your meetings today while standing up or walking. 
Listen to the “Mindful Walking” meditation (6 minutes) 
on the Modern Health Platform. Give yourself 1 point 
for each meeting and 1 point for completing the 
meditation in its entirety. Tally your daily total and send 
to  [Name]. 

•	 TUESDAY:	Spiritual	Well-Being: Listen to Emily 
Esfahani Smith’s Ted Talk, “There’s More to Life Than 
Being Happy” (12 minutes). Identify each Pillar of 
Meaning highlighted in the talk. Email the identified 
pillars to  [Name]. You receive 1 point for each 
correctly identified.  

•	 WEDNESDAY	(Career/Intellectual	Well-Being): 
Listen to the following “Work Performance” 
meditations in their entirety on the Modern Health 
platform: (1) Focus (Parts 1 – 7; 5 minutes each, (2) 
Ready to Complete a Task (5 minutes), (3) Golden 
Light (5 minutes), (4) “I Am” Mantra (5 minutes). Give 
yourself 1 point for every identified meditation you 
complete; 10 possible points. Tally your total and send 
to [Name].

•	 THURSDAY	(Social	Well-Being): Hold a virtual “coffee 
chat” in Teams with someone you don’t work directly 
with in your day-to-day.  For example, if you work in 
Finance, connect virtually with a Paralegal. Talk about 
anything you like – preferably, NOT work!  Chats must 
be at least 15 minutes and are worth 1 point each.  
Send [Name] the details of each chat (who you spoke 
with and for how long).

•	 FRIDAY	(Emotional	Well-Being):	Technology 
Blackout: Friday 6:00 pm-Monday 8:00 am (local time). 
No emails, texts or phone calls to colleagues during 
the technology blackout, unless absolutely necessary 
(e.g., essential client business) Big points are at stake! 
You start with 20 Points. Deduct 1 point for every 

email, text or phone call made to colleagues on work-
related matters. Email [Name] with your point total.

HAYNES & BOONE
Guided Meditation. The best received thing we did was a 
guided meditation on Friday. The mindfulness instructor 
was really good, and I think it being a Friday, people were 
ready for something focused on connecting with your 
breath (and not your phone).

HUSCH & BLACKWELL
Virtual 5K Competition. Our virtual 5K competition had 
over 50% of our attorneys participate. We also hosted a 
yoga session and a workshop on empathy that we would 
consider doing again.

KATTEN
Well-Being Bursts. The daily “Well-Being Bursts” emails 
were a huge hit. They incorporated materials prepared by 
the Well-Being Week team. 

MORGAN LEWIS
Spotlighting Thriving Lawyers:  The wellbeing-in-action 
photo campaign (shared internally and externally) 
spotlighted lawyers each day speaking to their favorite 
well-being strategies. (See examples below).

Reminders of Benefits and Resource Enhancements: 
Promoted awareness of multiple enhancements that recently 
were rolled out to the firm’s behavioral health benefits, 
including virtual therapists, psychiatrists, and nutritionist 
services through telehealth.  

Gratitude Campaign: Launched a feature on the firm’s well-
being portal allowing personnel to send virtual gratitude 
cards to one another.  As of May 2020, more than 1,100 
virtual gratitude cards had been sent throughout the firm. The 
platform used to send the virtual cards was created internally 
by the firm’s IT department.

Spinning Worldwide: Lawyers and staff from around the globe 
gathered for a series of Peloton rides.

Emotional Health: Launched a campaign to educate 
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personnel about the signs, symptoms, and support 
strategies for more common behavioral health challenges  
(e.g., anxiety disorder, substance misuse, depression, and 
burnout). The initiative was  promoted firm-wide and made 
available on demand as an ongoing resource.

Daily Email Examples: Sent out daily emails to encourage 
participation in each day’s activities: 
• Monday: Celebrate Well-Being with a Webinar: The 

first-ever Lawyer Well-Being Week continues! What 
have you done to celebrate? Consider attending an 
upcoming webinar, such as a chat on “Pandemic Life” 
with the Mindfulness in Law Society or Thursday’s 
session on “Positive Psychology Interventions for 
the Legal Profession” featuring Director of Employee 
Well-Being Krista Larson. For more mental health 
information and inspiration, visit the ML Well portal.

• Thursday: Lawyer Well-Being Week—Connect: Social 
well-being has to do with building connections, feeling 
a sense of belonging, and fostering a reliable support 
network. How do you contribute to your communities 
and social groups? Consider adopting a new habit 
from this list of social well-being strategies put 
together by the National Task Force on Lawyer Well-
Being. Interested in learning more? Check out the 
Lawyer Well-Being Week resources page.

• Friday: Lawyer Well-Being Week Comes to a Close: 
Didn’t have the time to attend a Lawyer Well-Being 
Week webinar this week? No problem! The National 
Task Force on Lawyer Well-Being has been posting 
bite-size videos on the same topics explored in the 
webinars. Lawyers and professional staff should 
consider this page an ongoing resource for well-being 
science and strategies

ORRICK
Raffle to Encourage Attendance. Our raffle (which worked 
well) promoted attendance at events added a little “extra” 
since we also offer these types of programs outside of 
well- being week. We opted for a few key events, versus 
rolling out an entire week of programming, since we 
address well-being regularly. 

PILLSBURY
Kick-Off and At-Home Mailer:  Brief announcement/kick-
off communication re: Mental Health Awareness Month 
from firm leadership; at-home mailer sent describing Lyra 
mental health benefit

Photo Contest. Month-long, photo contest of “How do 
you support your wellbeing while remote?” – hosted on 
the Virgin Pulse & individuals can upload their pictures 
themselves. 

Micro Education Modules: Micro-module education 
recordings included:
• Part 1, Segment 1: Building Mental Strength: Why 

is mental strength important particularly during 
significant adversity?

• Part 1, Segment 2: Stress Resilience: Outline specific 
stressors lawyers might be facing due to this crisis; 
how to tell when stress becomes something else like 
burnout (talk about a few warning signs)

• Part 2, Segment 1: Maintaining High-Quality 
Relationships.

• Part 2, Segment 2: Capitalize on Small Wins.

Challenge: Virgin Pulse Healthy Habit Challenge: “Did you 
do something that brings you joy today?”

Supportive Relationships Webinar: Lyra hosted a live 
webinar, “Tapping the Strength in Our Differences: How to 
Build Strong Working Relationships Through Empathy.”

REED SMITH
Reed Smith’s Wellness Works initiative led Well-Being Week 
activities that aligned with the daily themes.  

Home Workout Advice (Monday). Provided virtual packets of 
ways to workout at home. All lawyers also were entered into 
a raffle to win an annual, virtual-workout membership.

Meditation (Tuesday). Encouraged lawyers to attend 
10-minute meditation sessions curated by Wellness Works. 

Development Opportunities (Wednesday). Provided 
information about how Reed Smith University could aid 
development, growth, and personal satisfaction derived from 
work. Programs included a session on career development 
and on managing a practice during uncertainty.
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Workout Sessions. Organized group Zoom workout 
sessions, e.g., yoga, boot camp, barre, and HITT.

Mental Health Education: Outreach Coordinator for 
Lawyers Concerned for Lawyers of Pennsylvania, Inc. gave 
a talk titled “A Lawyer’s Guide to Coping with Isolation, 
Anxiety and Fear in Uncertain Times.”

SEYFARTH
Daily Challenge: Each day of Well-Being Week featured 
a different challenge aligned with the daily well-being 
themes. For example, one challenge provided a Wellness 
Wish List that consisted of 10 items to complete (e.g., drink 
eight 8-ounce glasses of water, exercise for at least 30 
minutes, watch a short video on stress management, write 
a gratitude note to someone, etc.). Firm members reported 
if they completed all 10 items (the honor system applied) 
and then were entered into a raffle for items such as Fitbits 
and SpaFinder gift cards.

Group Meditation: Circulated recorded sessions from a 13-
week meditation program. 

Book Club:  In the firm’s Book Club, firm members read 
and discuss well-being-related books. They’ve also done 
Watch Clubs where a team picks a TV show.

Pet Photos: Invited firm members to submit funny photos 
of their new “furry co-workers” (pets) that were posted on 
an intranet website.

Photography Enthusiasts: Invited members to submit their 
best pictures from their various travels.

Peloton Pack Ride: The Firm’s Peloton Pack group 
scheduled a group ride. 

Well-Being Education: Circulated an article or video 
each day on topics ranging from Stress Management, 
Leadership, Mental Health, etc. with an inspiring quote.

Benefits & EAP: Provided reminders about available mental 
health resources.

SCHIFF HARDIN
Daily Videos.  We created a video for each day of Well-
Being Week, focusing on each daily theme. We asked 
a different attorney to create one for each day – each 
video was 2 – 3 minutes long. They were very positively 
received – I think because it felt entirely organic. We did 
a kick-off email for the week from our Managing Partner.

SCHWABE
Associate-Created Well-Being Tips. Each day of the 
week, one of our associates selected a corresponding 
tip for the daily theme. They wrote their own message 
to complete the tip and sent it out to the entire firm. Not 
only were firm members  receiving great information, it 
helped associates take the lead. It went very well and 
received a lot of positive feedback. 

THOMPSON & KNIGHT
Daily emails with information and resources about each 
day’s theme. Personalized each day to tie the theme 
into something that would resonate with firm culture.  
The emails helped to set the tone for the day, and 
participants had all of the day’s activities and resources 
at their finger-tips.  Morning yoga, meditation and TK 
Trivia were all big hits.  We also had two attorney panels 
which resonated with our lawyers.

WILMER HALE
Daily emails encouraged activities that aligned with the 
Well-Being Week themes. Examples included:
Group Plank Sessions (Monday):  Firm members were 
invited to join a virtual planking session hosted by its 
Denver office.  
Bring Your Pet To Work (Friday). Members were invited 
to be part of a virtual Bring Your Pet to Work Day by 
sharing pet photos that were  featured in a slideshow on  
the firm’s intranet website. 

WINSTON & STRAWN
Meditation Panel. Had 6 lawyers (4 partners and 2 
associates) who are avid meditators get together to 
talk about how they got into meditation; what type 
of meditation they practice; the ins and outs of their 
practice; how it benefits them both personally and 
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professionally; best practices for starting a meditation 
practice.

Leadership Panel: Walking the Walk: Best Wellness Practices 
of Top Leaders: Had 7 top firm leaders (including 5 Executive 
Committee Members; both Department Chairs; and several 
practice group leaders) highlight what they do to keep optimal 
levels of well-being which ranged from public service, various 
types of exercise/yoga, time with loved ones, travel, nutrition, 
mindset, etc.

Learned Optimism Webinar. Gave more practical application 
tools from positive psychology/mindset that was a nice 
compliment to our meditation/mindfulness focused events.

Well-Being Photos. A fun thing was asking firm members to 
submit  pictures of themselves engaging in their favorite well-
being activity. The photos were collected into a video that 
was distributed via email. 

WHAT WORKED CHECKLIST
Aspects	of	the	programs	that	helped	them	
be	successful	included:		

 ; Top leader involvement—as   
 presenters or as cheerleaders   
 encouraging participation.

 ; Leaders and colleagues   
 acknowledging their own challenges  
 and well-being strategies.

 ; Incentives such as raffles and prizes.
 ; Ongoing activities for which   

 participants collect points to earn  
 prizes.

 ; Fostering friendly competition and  
 gamification of activities. 

 ; Bite-sized ways to participate that  
 felt manageable.

 ; Use calendar invites for    
 important events rather than just  
 email announcements.

 ; Build buzz in advance.
 ; Daily emails with simple ways to  

 participate.
 ; Pick times for events that work   

 across office time zones.
 ; For Q & A in open forums, allow  

 option to submit questions   
 anonymously. 

 ; Firm member-generated content  
 (e.g., videos/photos sharing their  
 own well-being strategies, review  
 daily recommended readings   
 and develop well-being tips that are  
 circulated).
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General 
Strategies

• “Mental Health Minutes” and “Well-Being Blasts” of brief information and activities.
• Distribution of well-being tips collected from firm members.
• Roll out of a Wellness Journal focusing on gratitude, connection, purpose, and joy. 
• Daily brief videos (2-3 mis) created by firm lawyers re: daily well-being themes.
• Daily well-being tips written by associates based on Well-Being Week materials.
• Daily emails of what to read, watch, or do based on Well-Being Week materials.
• Healthy Habit Challenge: Adopt one new habit aligned one daily well-being theme. 
• Daily raffle for participants in well-being activities. 
• Points-earning challenges to complete a well-being-related activities to win prizes.
• Photos or videos of firm members doing their favorite well-being strategies.
• Book/watch clubs: Read or watch well-being content and meet to discuss.
• Used Well-Being Week Activity worksheets as basis for workshops.
• Webinars and short video recordings on various well-being topics.
• Trivia contests.
• Leader panel talking about their own well-being strategies.
• Firm-sponsored well-being podcast
• Wellness Calendar

Spiritual 
Well-Being

•Workshops on “Your Personal Mission Statement” and “Using Your Strengths in the Workplace” 
based on Well-Being Week Activity Guides.
•Challenge to watch Well-Being Week-recommended video on meaningfulness and identify pillars of 
meaningfulness.
•Mindfulness activities.

Physical 
Well-Being

• Step challenge.
• Walking Meeting Day: Calls while walking outside or on treadmills.
• Yoga or meditation sessions led by external or internal experts
• Yoga (led externally or internally).
• Virtual 5K competition.
• Peloton group rides.
• Education to prevent common work-from-home injuries due to poor posture. 
• Group workouts, information for individual workouts at home.
• Challenge to cook a healthy recipe from the firm cookbook.
• Photos of meals reflecting full color palette needed for good nutrition.
• Soul Cycling with the firm’s Chair
• Healthy food options in firm cafeteria
• Treadmill desks placed in generally accessible areas.

SUMMARY OF 2020 HIGHLIGHTS
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Career  & 
Intellectual 
Well-Being

• Encourage brain breaks with cross-word puzzles, Sudoku with firm-related words
• Session on career development, growth, and personal satisfaction with work. 
• “Laser” (on-the-spot) coaching sessions to introduce members to coaching.
• Positive Leadership Panel of top firm leaders discussing how effective leadership contributes to 
well-being, engagement, and job satisfaction.

Social 
Well-Being

• Daily acts of kindness challenge.
• Social connection challenge to connect virtually with someone in the firm.
• Gratitude challenges—send virtual gratitude notes or videos to firm members.
• Photos of pets helping with work.

Emotional 
Well-Being

• Mindfulness/mediation live and recorded sessions.
• Challenge to use firm-sponsored meditation app. 
• Partners starting meetings with what they’re doing to take care of themselves.
• Partners talked about the importance of self-care and how it fits into their lives. 
• External speaker led a session for associates about how to make self-care a priority. 
• Day off as a “Wellness Holiday.”
• Technology Blackout Challenge to not communicate except for emergencies from Friday evening 
to Monday morning.
• Mandela coloring contest (anxiety-reducing).
• Webinars, email reminders, or at-home mailers of mental health benefits offerings.
• Mental health literacy training.
• Partner with Lawyer Assistance Programs to present CLE programs.

SUMMARY OF 2020 HIGHLIGHTS (CONT.)
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Example of Thompson & Knight Daily Email Thompson & Knight BINGO Card
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SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS
MORGAN LEWIS WINSTON & STRAWN
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SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS

Husch Blackwell 5K
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SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS

Crowell & 
Moring’s 
Walking 
Meeting Day
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EXAMPLE OF TAFT DAILY EMAILSSOCIAL MEDIA POSTS
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SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS

Schwabe: Associate Tip Example


